
 
Blue Shield Saturated Asphalt Kraft, is a reliable solution that offers a cost-effective method for providing 
exceptional vapor control in various settings. This material has been a go-to choice for flooring underlayment, 
ensuring it remains protected from water damage and excessive moisture. Additionally, its versatile nature 
extends to select small commercial projects, fortifying surfaces and delivering consistent results. Blue Shield 
Saturated Asphalt is available is various sizes. It not only ensures that surfaces stay in top condition but also 
guarantees long-term savings and peace of mind.

Product Classification:  Semi-permeable Grade D, Class III vapor retardant, asphalt saturated paper

Intended Use:   Underlayment for wood flooring

Primary Components:  Kraft Paper, Saturating Asphalt

Installation Instructions:  For wood flooring installation: Holland recommends to following the “Wood Flooring  
   Installation Guidelines” published by NWFA as well as prevailing local building codes.  
   Proper preparation of the installation area is critical including assurance that the   
   sub-floor is dry, level, free of debris and tested for moisture level. Blue Shield AS is not  
   suitable as underlayment for basement and over crawl spaces without additional   
   moisture mitigation steps 

Storage Guidelines:   Ideal storage conditions are 60-70℉ with relative humidity of 40-50%.   
   Product performance is warrantied for 1 year from date of purchase. 

Warranty - Holland warrants that Blue Shield AS (Saturated Asphalt) is manufactured with good workmanship, 
free of defects in material and in compliance with published specifications for a period of 1 year from the date of 
purchase. Any Blue Shield 3030 product determined to be defective will be replaced at no charge, but in no 
event is Holland liable of other costs or damages. No other warranties expressed or implied, such as merchant-
ability, fitness of use or other apply. Holland is not liable for any lost in revenue or profit, direct, indirect, special, 
incidental, or consequential damages.
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Item No. Width x Length Rolls Per Pallet Stock Item Applica�on
AS36X144 36 IN x 144 LF 100 YES Underlayment
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BLUE SHIELD ASBLUE SHIELD AS
UNDERLAYMENT  FOR  WOOD  AND  TILE  FLOORING

VAPOR  CONTROL

INDUSTRIAL  WRAP

Color:      Black
Style:      Grade D, Semi-Permeable
    Class III Vapor Retarder
Paper:    73.5 lb/rm Kraft
Saturated:    26.5 lb Asphalt
Caliper:   7.0 mils
Tear Str:   MD   116 gf CD 164 gf
Permeability:  (WVTR),17.4 perms/119.1 g/day/m²

Water Resistance (AST D-779): PASS

Complete specifications, physical properties, and applicable standards in TDS
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